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We demonstrate an optical technique for refractive index and thickness sensing of subwavelength-thick dielectric analytes. The technique utilizes the broadband, multimode,
directional leakage radiation arising from the excitation of hybrid mode surface plasmons (SP) on
low aspect ratio periodic plasmonic substrates with period k. The approach requires relaxed
fabrication tolerances compared to extra ordinary transmission-based sensing techniques, wherein
minor shifts in the fabricated dimensions result in a very large change from the designed resonant
wavelength. We show that refractive index perturbations due to about 10-nm-thick dielectric can
be captured optically by the usage of carefully designed plasmonic substrates, a halogen lamp
source, free-space optical components, polarizers, and a low-end, consumer-grade charge coupled
device camera. The plasmonic substrates were designed for converting the signature of hybrid
mode SP excitation into a transmission peak by utilizing a thin homogeneous metal layer sandwiched between the periodic plasmonic structures and the substrate. The resonance is highly sensitive to the refractive index and thickness of the analyte superstrate. The excitation of hybrid
mode SP results in a polarization rotation of 90 of the leaked radiation at resonant wavelength.
In order to eliminate the problem of image registration (i.e., placing the same feature in the same
pixel of the image, for comparison before and after a change in refractive index) for sensing, we
perform the color analysis in the Fourier plane. The change in color of the bright emitted spot
with highest momentum, corresponding to the leakage of fundamental SP mode, was used to
measure the changes in refractive index, whereas the number and color of spots of lower
momenta, corresponding to higher-order Fabry Perot modes, was used to measure the variation in
thickness. We further show that the Fourier plane analysis can also be used to sense the index of
thicker dielectrics, where real plane image analysis may fail to sense index perturbations, simply
due to superposition of different modes in the real plane images of such substrates. Control
experiments and analysis revealed a refractive index resolution of 10–5 RIU. The results were correlated with simulations to establish the physical origin of the change in the fundamental mode
and higher-order modes due to the refractive index and thickness of analyte. As a demonstration
of an application and to test the limits of sensing, the substrates were used to image the surface
functionalization using 2-nm-thick 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid and immobilization of 7-nmthick mouse anti-human IgG antibody. In biological systems, where a priori knowledge about a
process step is available, where accurate chemical composition testing is not necessary or possible, the presented method could be used to study the surface changes using a label-free sensing
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4937567]
mechanism. V

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasmonic nanostructures have gained immense interest
in the area of microscopy and spectroscopy because of the
confinement of light at nanometer scale, very large field
enhancement, and the possibility of surface plasmons
(SP) excitation at normal incidence.1–5 Moreover, inherent
filtering nature of these nanostructures, resulting in colorselective transmission or reflection, has been used for applications in SP-based sensing.6–8 It has been well studied that
the wavelength corresponding to the SP excitation on
a)
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plasmonic nanostructures is very sensitive to the small
changes in the near-field refractive index and thickness of
surrounding medium. In order to detect a very small amount
of analyte, a very large sensitivity and a large signal-to-noise
ratio are necessary. Extra ordinary transmission (EOT) phenomenon9 utilizing sub-wavelength nano-aperture arrays is a
good choice since the detection is based on transmission
peaks against a dark background. However, EOT-based substrates in the visible region require precise nanofabrication
techniques, since a small change from design parameters
could shift the resonances by a large wavelength. Recent
works for refractive index perturbation sensing utilize carefully fabricated EOT substrates to measure changes in
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resonance wavelength.3,10 However, there are no reports on
sample-to-sample variation of resonance wavelengths in the
visible spectrum and the fabrication tolerances that are acceptable for commercial deployment. There are also no
reports on same EOT substrates being used for sensing both
thin (<10 nm) and thick dielectrics (>200 nm), since the
phenomenon is inherently zeroth order phenomenon and
extracting thickness information from EOT substrates using
either spectral or colorimetric approach is not straightforward. For bio-chemical sensing applications, certain analytes
like the functionalization agents or antibodies could be only
a few nanometers thick11 while certain protein molecule
layers or viruses could be hundreds of nanometers thick,12
and developing a universal approach for both these regimes
is needed. Periodic plasmonic structures with period
 resonance wavelength in visible region are much easier to
fabricate, but the optical signal corresponding to SP excitation that carries vital information about the surface is not
captured either in transmission or reflection configuration,
since the SP propagates along the surface of grating reliefs.13
For this reason, fluorescently coupled leakage radiation microscopy has gained importance in the recent past,14,15
wherein the information pertaining to SP is radiated out
through the substrate and imaged. However, this approach
requires fluorescent tagging of analytes to be used in a sensing experiment, which may not be desirable in certain cases,
and the experiments are inherently narrow band due to the
fluorescence phenomenon itself. A different approach to
image sub-wavelength-thick analytes without fluorescent
tagging is by using colorimetry, wherein films or regions
of different refractive indices appear as distinctly different
colors in an ordinary microscope. We describe a novel
implementation of this approach by fabricating engineered
plasmonic substrates and using microscopy configuration for
real and Fourier plane (FP) imaging to capture surface
changes at sub-wavelength thickness. We have recently
shown that, by sandwiching a thin layer of homogeneous
metal between the patterned metal and glass substrate, it is
possible to convert the signature of SP from transmission
dips to transmission peaks.16,17
In this work, we show that, in such substrates with a low
aspect ratio and large period metallic gratings defined on a
thin homogeneous metal-coated substrate exhibiting transmission resonances due to directional leakage of SP, the
refractive index and thickness perturbations can be captured
in the FP more accurately than in real plane. We systematically show that, apart from the fundamental SP mode, the
higher-order Fabry-Perot modes (FPMs) are also hybrid in
nature and also exhibit a 90 polarization rotation measured
through leakage radiation. It was observed that, in a polarization microscopy setup, real-plane images of such substrates
could be difficult to distinguish when coated with analytes,
due to the small amounts of information arising from the
direct zeroth order transmission, whereas, in the FP images,
only the relevant SP-related information can be analyzed independently. Control experiments using different thicknesses
of sub-wavelength-thick dielectric layers were systematically
performed to image the evolution of the fundamental
SP mode and higher-order FPMs in the Fourier plane. A
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refractive index resolution of 105 was obtained from the
analysis of the FP images. The presented method could be
used for surface-sensing experiments involving changes in
refractive index and/or thickness of the superstrate. Finally,
to demonstrate a real bio-sensing application, the surface
functionalization of the substrates using 2-nm-thick 11mercaptoundecanoic acid and immobilization of 7-nm-thick
mouse anti-human IgG antibody was imaged in the FP. We
believe that our characterization approach is simple, involving only a tungsten halogen lamp, polarization optics, collecting lens, and camera for capturing minute changes on the
surface.
II. CONTROL EXPERIMENT
A. Baseline spectral characteristics and spectral
resolution of refractive index sensing

The cross-section schematic of the designed plasmonic
structures is shown in Figure 1(a). The grating parameters
were chosen based on broadband rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA), described in detail in our recent work.16 The
main objective for using such a substrate is to maximize the
radiative leakage of SPs excited by the metal grating structures, resulting in a spectral transmission peak at resonance.
The homogeneous metal layer serves two purposes: first, it
acts as a mirror for most of the wavelengths, and second, for

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic (not to scale) cross-section of 1D plasmonic structures
on thin homogeneous metal-coated glass substrate. (b) SEM micrograph for
fabricated structure of period 402.7 nm. (c) Characterization setup (not to
scale).
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the resonant wavelength that excites the SPs on top of the
structure, due to the small thickness of the homogeneous metal
layer, directional emission of the resonant wavelength due to
leakage radiation occurs through the glass substrate. 1D and
2D periodic structures with periods P ¼ 400 nm, 500 nm, and
600 nm were fabricated using e-beam lithography, gold evaporation, and lift-off process [however, the actual periods turned
out to be 402.7 nm, 513.2 nm, and 607.1 nm due to fabrication
tolerances]. The SEM micrograph of a fabricated 1D periodic
structure with P ¼ 402.7 nm and duty cycle ¼ 0.44 is shown in
Figure 1(b). The schematic diagram of characterization set up
(not to scale) for real and FP imaging is shown in Figure 1(c).
The samples were illuminated normally with a semicollimated broadband visible light beam from a tungsten halogen source. A linear polarizer was positioned at an angle
hP ¼ 45 w.r.t. the grating vector to allow the components of
both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)
polarizations to excite SP equally on the plasmonic structures.
Due to the small thickness of the homogeneous metal (30 nm),
at resonance wavelength, there occurs a radiative decay of the
excited SPs through the substrate at specific angles dictated by
the refractive index of the superstrate. Leakage of plasmoncoupled transmitted radiation from the bottom of the substrate
was collected by a 100  immersion oil objective lens of numerical aperture (N.A.) ¼ 1.4. The light collected by the objective was passed through an analyzer positioned at an angle
hA ¼ 135 w.r.t the grating vector. Due to the anisotropic permittivity experienced by the light in these periodic structures,
there occurs a differential phase retardation between the TEand TM-coupled SP, and in these substrates, this leads to a
polarization rotation of 90 . Details of the differential phase retardation and the polarization rotation phenomenon have been
described in our recent work.16 The transmitted light was then
passed through a tube lens with a focal length of 20 cm and
imaged using consumer-grade Sony charge coupled device
(CCD) color camera with 1024  768 pixels and 5 lm pixel
size to obtain real-plane images. A flip mirror was used to
divert the beam to a Fourier lens, and an identical camera
placed at its focus was used to obtain the FP images. In both
the real-plane and Fourier-plane cameras, the near-infrared cut
filter was removed, since the transparency of the filter was
about 85% 6 6% over the wavelength range of 400 nm to
635 nm, and at wavelengths higher than 645 nm, the transparency was lower than 20%. Since the wavelength range of the
source was measured to be from 400 nm to 720 nm, and to
make use of the entire visible region for colorimetric analysis,
the infrared cut filter was removed. Prior to starting the experiments, the color calibration of the CCD cameras was performed using a simple white balance adjustment by imaging
the beam without the fabricated samples in the optical path.
Since the excitation in the experiment is inherently broadband,
the individual color plane (R, G, or B) intensities were
weighted using the image-capturing software for a fixed exposure time (0.4 s utilized throughout all experiments) at full intensity of the light source, such that the camera does not
saturate and the histogram of the colors in the captured image
is flat. Since, in the experiments, instead of absolute values of
color, changes in the color from one superstrate to another
were to be measured, this method was found to be simple and
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provided consistent data across several sample images. No
image manipulation was performed after the image captured in
all the experiments.
For establishing a procedure for starting colorimetric
sensing in control experiments, a thin layer of superstrate
(PMMA 950 K used here) of thickness ts ¼ 60 nm was spin
coated on the fabricated structure as illustrated in Figure
2(a). Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the FP and real-plane
images of PMMA-coated structure of ts ¼ 0 nm (no PMMA,
only air) and ts ¼ 60 nm for period P ¼ 402.7 nm at hP ¼ 45
and hA ¼ 135 , respectively. The cross-axis arrangement of
polarizer and analyzer (hP – hA ¼ 690 ) almost diminished
the direct transmission of light [weak central spot in FP
images shown in Figure 2(b-i)] through the fabricated

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic (not to scale) cross-section of 1D plasmonic structures
coated with superstrate; FP and real-plane images of structures with (b)
ts ¼ 0 nm and (c) ts ¼ 60 nm. (d) Experimental spectra.
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structures. This allowed the camera to capture SP-related
momentum information against a dark background with 1
and þ1 orders of the transmitted light [left- and right-hand
side spots in Fig. 2(b-i)] of green color. In the case of
PMMA-coated structure, bright 61 order emissions of orange color were imaged as shown in Figure 2(c-i). To verify
the variation in color of the captured images, the real-plane
imaging camera was replaced with a spectrometer, with total
intensity of transmitted light projected into the sensor, and
the experimental spectra for these structures were obtained
as shown in Figure 2(d). The experimental peak position was
found to be at 537.2 nm for structure with ts ¼ 0 nm, which is
attributed to the SP excitation at the interface of periodic
metal structures and air. An additional peak of smaller magnitude can be observed at 708.9 nm, which is attributed to
the excitation of SP at the interface of glass substrate and homogeneous metal, which was verified by electric fields calculated using simulations [not shown here]. The peak
position for ts ¼ 60 nm was found to be at 624.4 nm, which is
corresponding to the SP excitation at the interface between
periodic metal structures and PMMA. The shift in the peak
position was attributed to the change in the refractive index
from air (n ¼ 1) to PMMA (n ¼ 1.489). The sensitivity from
experimental spectra was calculated to be 179 nm/RIU for
the 60-nm-thick layer. The peak position corresponding to
the excitation of SP at the interface of glass substrate and homogeneous metal was found to be almost the same for both
the cases, which ensures the independence from changing
the refractive index of superstrate.
B. Refractive index sensing using Fourier plane
colorimetry and comparison with real-plane
colorimetry

The change in color from green to orange was clearly
observed with the variation in refractive index in real-plane
and FP images. To measure the repeatability, several patterns
on a substrate and 3 different substrates containing similar
patterns were imaged in the real and Fourier planes. This
was performed to establish the threshold level of black background in the FP images. In all of the cases, the maximum
values of red (R), green (G), and blue (B) were found to be
less than 5 (maximum being 255) in FP images and, hence,
that was chosen as the threshold level above which all information would be considered for sensing purposes. For the
rest of the work, the threshold background levels were maintained the same for consistency. It can be noticed from
Figures 2(b-i) and 2(c-i) that there exists a weak central spot
in the FP images due to the direct (0th) transmission that
actually changes with the superstrate. While, for sensing purposes, any information or every piece of information is crucial, the direct transmission actually varies depending on the
transmission characteristics of polarizer itself, the relative
positioning of the polarizer and analyzer, condensing optics.
However, for these structures, the direct transmission does
not arise from coupling to SPs since, in our structures,
only 61 orders couple to SPs with a measured coupling efficiency of 12%. Hence, comparing this information directly
between ts ¼ 0 nm and ts ¼ 60 nm was rather inconsistent,
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and to ensure that only the SP-related information was used
for the sensitivity analysis, the central spot was omitted and
replaced with the measured threshold level. It is, however,
possible to overcome this problem by employing a spatial filter in the back focal plane of the objective by using a transparency mask that blocks the central spot and allows all
other information to pass through. In the presented experiments, this was not performed since the access to the back
focal plane of the objective was restricted, due to the presence of the analyzer and positioners, very close to the back
focal plane. Next, the regions having R or G or B above the
threshold were extracted using a simple program, thus retaining information only about the 61 orders corresponding to
the SP mode. Then, the mean values of R, G, and B were
directly calculated for both the left side and right side spots
independently. The separate calculation was deemed necessary as a slight asymmetry in the intensity between the leftand right-side spots in the images could be possible due to
placement of substrates on the microscope stage. While, to a
large extent, the asymmetry could be reduced a lot just by
adjusting the position of the substrate, for the purpose of accuracy, separate calculations were performed. In order to
increase the range of measurement, the images were also
converted to cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), and black
(K) and the mean values of each of these components were
calculated for each of the spots. Due to the presence of 4
planes, namely, C, M, Y, and K, each ranging from 0 to 255,
instead of R, G, and B, the range of the measurement can be
improved considerably. Next, the mean values of R, G, and
B and C, M, Y, and K were calculated for the same sample
coated with PMMA, with similar positioning on the stage.
The mean values of R, G, and B and C, M, Y, and K of the
left-side spot, before and after PMMA coating, are plotted
from FP images in Figure 3(a), while the values in Figure
3(b) correspond to the mean value obtained by direct calculation of the mean in the field of view of the microscope. In
other words, Figure 3(b) includes the effect of the direct

FIG. 3. Average values of R, G, and B and C, M, Y, and K for (a) Fourier
plane and (b) real-plane images.
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transmission also. It will be shown later in this work as to
why this could be difficult to analyze in certain cases. From
Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the value of R changed from 13 to 39
and 17 to 167, respectively, over the refractive index change
(Dn) of 0.489 for FP and real images. For the CMYK model,
the value of Y changed by 23 and 135 for the same refractive
index variation. The changes in the values of [C, M, Y, K]
(DC, DM, DY, DK) were computed. Using the standard deviation (r) value calculated from the repeatability measurements [rCMYK ¼ 2.05 for FP images and rCMYK ¼ 3.77 for
real images], the refractive index resolution can be defined
as18


Dn
Index Resolution ¼
 2r:
DC2 þ DM2 þ DY 2 þ DK 2
(1)
Using Eq. (1) for 60-nm-thick PMMA layer, the value of
DC2 þ DM2 þ DY 2 þ DK2 was calculated to be 38 841 and
the refractive index resolution was calculated to be
5.16  105 RIU and 4.67  105 RIU in the FP and real
images. In the real image, the larger variation of Y component
was contributed because of the 0th diffraction order along
with 61 orders of orange color for ts ¼ 60 nm as shown in
Figure 2(c-i). In Figure 2(b-i), the same 0th order appeared as
a very weak central spot for ts ¼ 0 nm. FP images with 61
orders corresponding only to transmission plasmonic resonances are a good choice to quantify the surface changes, since
the real-plane images include the effect of 0th order that may
or may not be indicative of surface perturbations. There exists
a limitation in this approach based on FP analysis, however,
that, in the case of superstrate patterned on a very small spatial region of the field of view of the microscope, the shift in
SP resonance cannot be observed in FP images or experimental spectra due to the large background appearing from
uncoated/unpatterned region. Figure 4(a) shows a section of
the obtained real-plane image of a square region of
15 lm  15 lm consisting of PMMA of 60-nm thickness,
while the green regions contain no PMMA when the field of
view was 150 lm  150 lm. In such cases, the FP image
largely consists of information of the background green color
spots and very small content of orange color appear upon
higher exposure times of the camera. Though this is a limitation from FP-based sensing, these substrates do provide a high

FIG. 4. (a) Real-plane image with PMMA patterned on 1D plasmonic structure and (b) zoomed-in region of real-plane image for P ¼ 402.7 nm at
hP ¼ 45 and hA ¼ 135 .
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color contrast in the real plane for studying spatial morphology perturbations. In such cases, the real-plane image content
may be analyzed provided the images could be registered spatially and the thickness and the index of the superstrate is already known, which is probably not the case in real
experiments. Of course, this problem may be overcome by
collecting the information pertaining to a patterned region
using a pin hole in the image plane and further using only this
light for Fourier analysis using additional lenses. However,
this may not be a practical approach, since, in real samples,
the patterned regions need not be defined lithographically and
thus can vary in size from one to another. Secondly, since this
approach is based on diffraction-based coupling, care must be
taken to ensure that sufficient number of periods of the grating
structures are actually covered by the analyte, as otherwise,
there could be errors due to change in colors due to the same
analyte covering different number of grating periods.
C. Thickness sensing using FP colorimetry and
momentum information, using hybridicity of
fundamental SP and higher-order modes

To capture the effect of thickness of a homogeneous
superstrate, four different ts (60 nm, 160 nm, 270 nm, and
620 nm) of PMMA 950 K were spin coated on the fabricated
structures. Different thicknesses of the superstrate were verified by confocal microscope and profilometer measurements
over several samples. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the FP and
real-plane images of PMMA-coated structures with period
P ¼ 513.2 nm, for various superstrate thicknesses, at hP ¼ 45
and hA ¼ 135 , respectively. When these structures were illuminated by the broadband source, leakage radiation of SP
gave rise to FP images corresponding to single 61 emission as
shown in Figures 5(a-i) and 5(a-ii) or multiple bright 61 order
emissions of different colors shown in Figures 5(a-iii)–5(a-v).
In the FP images, we observed that the number of colors
emitted depends on the thickness of the superstrate. In Figure
5(a-i), bright 61 order emission of yellow color was observed,
which is attributed to fundamental SP mode excited at grating/
air interface, whereas, for the case of ts ¼ 60 nm, the emission
of red color was observed as shown in Figure 5(a-ii) attributed
to fundamental SP mode excited at grating/PMMA superstrate
interface. This change in color from yellow to red was
observed due to the change in refractive index from air to
superstrate (PMMA). As the thickness of superstrate increased
to 160 nm, bright 61 order of two distinct emissions, one of
red color (less intensity on outer portion of the image) and
another of yellow color (high intensity on inner portion), were
observed. The outermost red color emission was attributed to
hybrid nature fundamental SP mode, and the inner yellow
color emission was attributed to the first higher-order hybrid
Fabry Perot mode (FPM) [confirmed later with simulations in
this paper]. In the case of 270-nm-thick superstrate, presence
of higher-order FPMs and fundamental SP mode was imaged
with bright 61 order emissions of green, orange, and red color
[with lesser intensity at outermost portion]. Whereas, in the
case of 620-nm-thick superstrate, presence of higher-order
FPMs and fundamental SP mode was imaged with bright 61
order emissions of green, orange, and red color and a deep red
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the fundamental SP mode has the highest absorption due to
very high interaction with the metal layer, while the higherorder FPMs usually interact much lesser with the metal layer,
hence suffering lower losses. For a fixed exposure time of the
camera, it might appear that, in certain cases, the fundamental
SP mode is slightly bigger and, in certain other cases, the
FPMs are bigger. These are largely governed by the sensitivity
of the CCD sensor and the pixel-to-pixel cross-talk in the
detection electronics. Hence, all the experiments were performed when the objective is positioned so that the bottom
patterned grating structure remains in focus in the real plane.
The average size of the each of the fundamental SP mode
spots in the FP images in our experiments was about 50 lm;
however, this can vary depending upon the magnification of
the Fourier lens used to image.
In order to capture the properties of each of these colored spots, a line was drawn from the center of the FP image
to the mid-point of each colored emission ‘i’ as shown in
Figure 5(a-iii). Since the images are in the reciprocal space,
the images actually represent the momentum or effective
index information directly. The line joining the center of the
image to the corresponding ith emission has a distance ri
[where i ¼ 1, 2, and 3, corresponding to the emission color].
All the FP images were formed over a very weak circular
background of radius (rcirc > ri), corresponding to the maximum collection angle of leakage radiation for the high NA
objective lens. The effective refractive index (neff) corresponding to the guided modes can be determined directly
from the radii of orders with different colors in the FP image
using the expression


ri
(2)
 ð NA  1Þ þ 1:
neff ¼
rcirc

FIG. 5. (a) FP images. (b) Real-plane images. (c) Experimental spectra of
PMMA-coated 1D plasmonic structure for P ¼ 513.2 nm with different ts at
hP ¼ 45 and hA ¼ 135 .

color [with lesser intensity at outermost portion]. The presence
of yellow color in Figure 5(a-iii); green and orange in Figure
5(a-iv); and green, orange, and red in Figure 5(a-v) attributed
to FPMs confirms an increase in number of higher-order
modes with increasing thickness of the superstrate. In these FP
images, a slight asymmetry in [þ1, 0] and [1, 0] was
observed because of the small tilt of the sample w.r.t. plane of
incidence, due to positioning issues. The exposure time for the
camera while capturing the images was kept fixed throughout
the experiments. It can also be observed that, apart from the
color and the position, the size of the spots change even under
tight focus conditions as the thickness of the analyte changes.
This is attributed to the change in the Q factors of resonance
due to loading with a dielectric and also due to the fact that

Conversion from radii to neff using Eq. (2) yields neff of
1.316 for 5(b); 1.289 and 1.338 for 5(c); 1.275, 1.321, and
1.363 for 5(d); and 1.283, 1.318, 1.346, and 1.373 for 5(e),
respectively. An added advantage of this FP imaging over
real-plane imaging is that the effective refractive index of
guided modes could be easily calculated. However, the sensitivity calculated from only using the separation distance ri,
was very low as the change in the effective refractive index
from one particular superstrate thickness to another (specifically 0 nm to 60 nm) is very small (the distance of the spots
from the center varied no more than ten pixels across these
two cases), whereas the sensitivity using colorimetry for the
same case is high as the color changes from yellow to red as
shown in Figs. 5(a-i) and 5(a-ii), respectively. Rather than
using only the position of the spots for extracting this information, it is beneficial to consider the color changes along
with the position, since the changes for a small-index perturbation are very large in the color of the spots.
To verify the presence of FPMs with the increase in
PMMA thickness, the experimental spectra for different thicknesses of PMMA were obtained as shown in Figure 5(c). The
peak at kSP ¼ 588.2 nm for ts ¼ 0 nm was attributed to fundamental SP mode excited on grating/air interface, whereas the
peak at kSP ¼ 655.2 nm for ts ¼ 60 nm was attributed to fundamental SP mode excited on grating/PMMA interface. The
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shift in kSP with change in refractive index was observed with
change in color from yellow to red in FP images as shown in
Figures 5(a-i) and 5(a-ii). The occurrence of substrate mode
for P ¼ 513.2 nm was not in this wavelength range. So the
peaks shown in Figure 5(c) are attributed to SP excitation
only. The presence of higher-order FPMs was noticed with
increase in thickness of PMMA, but it is very difficult to
extract the correct information regarding the thickness since
the peaks attributed to higher-order modes are not sharp
enough. The transmittivity value of higher-order FPMs was
found to be more than the fundamental SP mode with increase
in PMMA thickness since higher-order modes propagate with
the majority of the field away from metal-dielectric interface,
resulting in low absorption due to weaker interaction with
metal. This is the reason the intensity of the red color attributed to fundamental SP mode was decreasing continuously
with increase in PMMA thickness, whereas the colors attributed to FPMs were more intense in FP images shown in
Figure 5(a). The change in color from yellow to red in Figures
5(b-i) and 5(b-ii) can be clearly noticed. But as the thickness
ts increases, the information related to presence of different
FPMs cannot be seen in real images. The color of the real
image for ts ¼ 0 nm shown in Figure 5(b-i) looks similar to the
color for ts ¼ 270 nm. Only from FP images can one detect
that a large perturbation of refractive index and thickness has
occurred. In other words, FP imaging is the best option for refractive index and thickness sensing, since the emitted color
of fundamental SP can be used to measure the changes in refractive index and the number of excited FPMs can be used to
measure the changes in thickness. The main advantage of proposed plasmonic substrates and imaging technique over EOT
substrates is imaging of higher-order modes as different colored emissions with increase in superstrate thickness. In EOT
substrates, since 0th order is responsible for SP excitation, the
imaging of higher-order modes is not possible.
We further confirmed the influence of the superstrate
thickness on the transmittivity of the structures using
RCWA method. Figure 6(a) shows the simulated transmittivity map for different PMMA thickness w.r.t. wavelength.
The wavelength position of fundamental SP mode is essentially constant for PMMA thickness larger than 250 nm.
The number and wavelength position of FPMs varied with
PMMA layer thickness. In other words, above 250 nm
PMMA thickness, the changes in wavelength positions will
occur only for higher-order FPMs while the fundamental SP
mode will be independent of the thickness variation. The
presence of three FPMs, superstrate SP mode, and substrate
SP mode can be clearly seen in Figure 6(a). To quantify the
changes in color for fundamental SP mode and higher-order
FPMs due to the variation in thickness, we compared the FP
images corresponding to ts ¼ 270 nm and ts ¼ 620 nm as
shown in Figures 5(a-iv) and 5(a-v), respectively. The
changes in [R, G, B] and [C, M, Y, K] values for fundamental SP mode imaged as deep red color as shown in Figures
5(a-iv) and 5(a-v) were [DR2 ¼ 22 þ DG2 ¼ 22 þ DB2 ¼ 12]
¼ 9 and [DC2 ¼ 02 þ DM2 ¼ 92 þ DY2 ¼ 32 þ DK2 ¼ 22]
¼ 94 were almost negligible (background threshold R < 5,
G < 5, and B < 5) for increasing the thickness from
270 nm to 620 nm, which justifies the statement that the
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FIG. 6. (a) Simulated transmittivity map for different PMMA thicknesses;
Ez distribution, (b) k ¼ 546 nm, (c) k ¼ 592 nm, (d) k ¼ 697 nm, and (c)
k ¼ 794 nm for ts ¼ 620 nm.

wavelength position of fundamental SP mode is independent for PMMA thickness larger than 250 nm. For higherorder FPMs, an appreciable change in [R, G, B] and [C, M,
Y, K] values [DR2 ¼ 242 þ DG2 ¼ 792 þ DB2 ¼ 352] ¼ 8042
and
[DC2 ¼ 242 þ DM2 ¼ 772 þ DY2 ¼ 422 þ DK2 ¼ 402]
¼ 9869 was observed over the same thickness change of
270 nm. So the changes in [R, G, B] and [C, M, Y, K]
values for higher-order FPMs captured in FP images can be
used to measure the variation in thickness of superstrate.
To ensure the presence of higher-order FPMs, the electric
field Ez was calculated for resonance wavelengths obtained
from simulated transmission spectrum of PMMA for
ts ¼ 620 nm as shown in Figures 6(b)–6(e). Ez distribution in
Figure 6(e) is attributed to excitation of fundamental SP mode
at patterned metal/PMMA interface. From the field plots
shown in Figures 6(b)–6(d), the excitation of FPMs was confirmed. The metal/PMMA/air structure corresponds to a waveguide with cladding layers formed by metal at the bottom and
air on the top, while the guiding layer is formed by the
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PMMA. It was clear that three FPMs could exist for
ts ¼ 620 nm of PMMA, which was found to be in a good
agreement with captured FP image discussed in Figure 5(a-v).
D. FP colorimetry in 2D structures and simultaneous
multiwavelength-resonance-tracking-based sensing

To confirm the methodology, we repeated the same
experiment with 2D plasmonic structures. The SEM micrograph of a fabricated 2D plasmonic structure is shown in
Figure 7(a). Different thicknesses of PMMA 950 K were spin
coated on the fabricated 2D structures similar to experiments
performed with 1D plasmonic structures. Figures 7(b)–7(d)
show the FP images of PMMA-coated structure with different
thicknesses for period Px ¼ 505.2 nm, Py ¼ 508.3 nm at
hP ¼ 45 and hA ¼ 135 , respectively.
In the FP images shown in Figure 7, the bright emission
of colors attributed to SP excitation was found to be both in
horizontal and vertical directions due to periodicity in both x
and y directions. In Figure 7(b), the bright [61, 0] and
[0, 61] order emission of yellow color was observed, which
attributed to fundamental SP mode excited at metallic pillars
and air interface, whereas, for the case of ts ¼ 60-nm-thick
PMMA, the emission of red color was observed attributed to
fundamental SP mode excited at metallic pillars and PMMA
interface as shown in Figure 7(c). The same yellow color
emission for 1st FPM mode was observed with increase in
thickness of PMMA to 160 nm as observed in 1D plasmonic
structures. This confirms that number of emission of colors
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attributed to higher-order FPMs captured in FP images
can be used as a coarse method for thickness sensing of
dielectric films.
2D rectangular pillars with different periodicity in x and
y directions (Px ¼ 505.2 nm, Py ¼ 403.4 nm) were fabricated
and used for sensing. Figure 8(a) shows the SEM micrograph
for Px ¼ 505.2 nm and Py ¼ 403.4 nm. As a result of which,
yellow-colored [61, 0] order and green-colored [0, 61]
order were observed in hP ¼ 45 and hA ¼ 135 cross-axis
arrangement for Px ¼ 505.2 nm and Py ¼ 403.4 nm as shown
in Figure 8(b). For the case of ts ¼ 60 nm, the emission of
red-colored [61, 0] order and orange-colored [0, 61] order
were observed and attributed to the fundamental SP mode
excited at metallic pillar and PMMA interface as shown in
Figure 8(c). The refractive index resolution was achieved as
4.39  105 RIU for emission of red-colored [61, 0] order
of metallic pillars with Px ¼ 505.2 nm and 7.04  105 RIU
for orange-colored [0, 61] order of metallic pillars with
Py ¼ 403.4 nm using the CMYK model. Structures like these
exhibiting multiple resonances due to different periodicities
in different directions could find potential applications in
imaging sensors, wherein characteristics of analytes coated
on the structure at different wavelengths could be extracted
in a single experiment.
III. APPLICATION TO BIO-SENSING DETECTION
OF SURFACE FUNCTIONALIZATION AND
IMMOBILIZATION OF ANTIBODY

To verify the usability of fabricated plasmonic substrates for biological applications, substrates were incubated
in 5 ml ethanol solution containing 1 mM concentration
of 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid19 (11-MUA) for 12 h.

FIG. 7. (a) SEM micrograph; FP images of PMMA-coated 2D plasmonic
structure for Px ¼ 505.2 nm, Py ¼ 508.3 nm at hP ¼ 45 and hA ¼ 135 for ts
(b) 0 nm, (c) 60 nm, and (d) 160 nm.

FIG. 8. (a) SEM micrograph; FP image of PMMA-coated 2D plasmonic
structure with rectangular pillars for Px ¼ 505.2 nm, Py ¼ 403.4 nm at
hP ¼ 45 and hA ¼ 135 for ts (b) 0 nm and (c) 60 nm.
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Subsequently, the samples were washed in ethanol and DI
water. The thickness of 11-MUA deposited on substrates
was found to be 2.1 nm 6 0.20 nm using ellipsometer.
The sample was characterized using the same setup as in
Figure 1(c). Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the FP and realplane images captured with air and 11-MUA-coated 1D plasmonic structures with P ¼ 402.7 nm. In the case of FP image
with air superstrate as shown in Figure 9(a-i), the bright
emission of green color that is attributed to the fundamental
SP mode excitation on metallic pattern and air interface was
imaged [discussed earlier]. Figure 9(b-i) shows the structures
with 11-MUA coated on them. The same red shift in color
was also observed in real-plane images shown in Figures
9(a-ii) and 9(b-ii), which was confirmed with a SP shift to
longer wavelength by 13 nm from experimental spectra. The
average values of the individual C, M, Y, and K for captured
images are shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b). The value of Y
changed from 95 to 114 and 51 to 83 for FP and real-plane
images, respectively, due to both refractive-index-(n ¼ 1 to
1.36) and thickness (0 to 2.1 nm)-induced surface modifications after depositing 11-MUA. The structure coated with
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FIG. 10. Average values of C, M, Y, and K for P ¼ 402.7 nm, (a) Fourier
plane and (b) real-plane images; average values of C, M, Y, and K for
P ¼ 513.2 nm, (c) Fourier plane and (d) real-plane images.

11-MUA was found to be darker because of a peak optical
absorption20 in the wavelength range of 520–720 nm.
After 11-MUA coating, a mouse anti-human IgG (antibody) was immobilized with thickness 7.2 nm 6 0.50 nm
using the procedure described in a recent work,21 on top of
the plasmonic substrates, and the FP and real-plane images
were captured as shown in Figures 9(c-i) and 9(c-ii). The
change in average values of C, M, Y, and K shown in
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) reveals the surface modification due
to the presence of IgG. Since the refractive index for 11MUA and IgG is almost the same, the change in value of Y
is lesser in case of IgG compared to the 11-MUA layer due
to a mere thickness-induced surface modification. The realplane images have the effect of 0th order also, so FP images
are a good choice to distinguish between refractive-indexinduced surface change and a mere thickness-induced surface change.
Figures 9(d)–9(f) show the FP and real-plane images
captured for air-, 11-MUA-, and IgG-coated 1D plasmonic
structures with P ¼ 513.2 nm. The change in color can be
clearly seen in both FP and real images with naked eyes. The
average values of the individual C, M, Y, and K for captured
images are shown in Figures 10(c) and 10(d), which confirm
the surface modification due to the presence of 11-MUA and
IgG. FP imaging of proposed engineered substrates with colorimetric capability could be used for biochemical attachment sensing.
IV. CONCLUSION

FIG. 9. FP and real-plane images (a) with air, (b) with 11-MUA, and (c)
with IgG for 1D structure of P ¼ 402.7 nm and (d) with air, (e) with 11MUA, and (f) with IgG for 1D structure of P ¼ 513.2 nm at hP ¼ 45 and
hA ¼ 135 .

We demonstrated colorimetric sensing using FP imaging
of SP, where the excitation of hybrid nature fundamental SP
mode and hybrid higher-order FPMs was used to provide
ultra-sensitive response to the changes in refractive index
and thickness of sub-wavelength thin films coated on 1D and
2D periodic plasmonic structures. The change in bright
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emitted color of fundamental SP against a dark background
was used to measure the changes in refractive index of subwavelength dielectric films, and the number of excited
higher-order FPMs captured in FP images was used to analyze the changes in thickness. FP imaging was found to be
more attractive compared to real-plane imaging since both
refractive-index- and thickness-related information can be
extracted from FP images. The proposed FP imaging for colorimetric sensing is a promising tool for biochemical attachment sensing using only an imaging camera, a cross
polarizer-analyzer arrangement, and engineered low-aspectratio plasmonic substrates. With successful integration of
these plasmonic substrates with microfluidics, a real-time
monitoring of biochemical reactions could be possible.
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